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Pahuma Power Loss Reduction Study June, 1983
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

BNG Blue Nile Grid
CFA Central Forest Administration
CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
DANIDA Danish International Development Agency
EDI Energy Development International
EPM Energy Planning and Management Project (USAID)
FAO Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations
FY Fiscal Year
GMRD Geology and Mineral Resources Directorate
GOS Government of Sudan
GPC General Petroleum Corporation
GTZ Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit
IDA International Development Association
ILO International Labor Organization
INF International Monetary Fund
KfW Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau
LPG Liquified Petroleum Gas
MEM Ministry of Energy and Mining
MIS Management Information System
NEA National Energy Administration
NEC National Electricity Corporation
PPF Project Preparation Facility
PSR Port Sudan Refinery
RERI Renewable Energy Research Institute
RTC River Transport Corporation
SRC Sudan Railways Corporation
SREP Sudan Renewable Energy Project (USAID)
SWECO Swedish Consultants
TA Technical Assistance
UNDP United Nations Development Program
UNFSTD United Nations Fund for Science Technology and

Development
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization
UNSO United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office
USAID United States Agency for International Development

bpd barrels per day
Btu British thermal unit
GWh gigawatt-hour
Ig imperial gallon
m meter
mt metric ton
MW megawatt
MWh megawatt-hour
TOE tons of oil equivalent
W watt



ENERGY CONVERSION FACTORS

TOE per physical unit Million kcal per unit

Petrcleum product (mt)
LPG 1.06 10.8
gasoline 1.03 10.5
kerosene/jet fuel 1.01 10.3
gasoil 1.00 10.2
fuel oil 0,96 9.8

Electricity (MWh) 4.00 86.0 x 10i2

Biomass (mt)
charcoal 0.68 6.9
fuelwood 0.32 3.3
other 0.26 2.t

1 TOE = 10.2 million kcal = 40.5 million BTU
= 42.7 GJ

1 kcal = 3.968 BTU 6
1 kcal - 4.19 x 10 GJ
1 MWh = 860,000 kcal 0.248 TOE at 34% generation efficiency

FISCAL YEAR

July 1 - June 30
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I. %ICKOUND

1.1 In November 1982, a World Bank mission visited Sudan to
identify issues and options in the country's energy sector. The
mission's findings and recommendations are outlined in a joint UNDP/World
Baak Energy Assessment Report. 1/ The following issues were identified
as being the most significant in the energy sector, the resolution of
which would contribute substantially to the recovery of the economy:
(a) supply disruptions of petroleum products, mainly due to financial
constraints; (b) the urgent need for policy decisions on a number of
options on the development and utilization of indigenous crude oil
resources; (c) low efficiency of utilization of petroleum products and
woodfuels; (d) serious over-cutting of Sudan's fuelwood resources;
(e) inadequate reliability and shortage of power supply as well as high
system losses; (f) shortcomings in petroleum product prices and power
tariffs; (g) the need to develop renewable energy sources other than
fuelwood; and (h) lack of sector-wide planning and coordination.

1.2 Over the last year and a half, the Government has been success-
ful in initiating a number of impo!tant policy measures, studies and de-
velopment programs in the energy sector. However, progress in some areas
has been hampered due to the overall economic conditions prevailing in
Sudan which have had a continuing impact on the ability of the Government
to implement energy development programs. Hence, although the initi-
atives taken by the Government have resulted in notable progress with
respect to the implementation of the recommendations of the Assessment
Report, continued progress largely depends upon the ability of the
Government to mobtlize adequate financial and other resources required to
sustain the energy development program.

1.3 The economy of Sudan is characterized by a number of imbalances
which the Government is attempting to correct. A recent review 2/ indi-
cates that the imbalance between consumption and savings is among the
most significant. Since the middle of the last decade, Sudan has relied
heavily on domestic borrowing and foreign resources rather than on its
own taxation and savings to finance investment. By doing this, the
Government was unable to curb private sector demand sufficiently. The
results have been reduced availability of goods for export, soaring
imports, rapid inflation and debt servicing crises. However, during the
past two years, the Government has taken a series of measures such as
increasing export productivity, reducing the budgetary deiicit and
restructuring external debt to reverse the declining trend and to
initiate a recovery of the economy. Annex I givRs a brief outline of

1/ Sudan: Issues and Options in the Energy Sector, July 1983.

2/ Sudan: Pricing Policies and Structural Balances, November 1983,
World Bank.
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economic indicators for the last few years. Real GDP growth rates were
recorded at 4.6X in the early years of the 1980s after a serious decline
at the end of the last decade. However, due to adverse weather condi-
tions, transport problems, and shortages of energy supply to both the
agricultural and industrial sector, GDP declined again in FY83. In 1982,
the annual rate of inflation was estimated at about 27%. Since FY82,
exports as a percentage of GDP have increased &gain, while imports have
remained at twice the level of exports, leading to increasing annual cur-
rent account deficits of up to about 16% of GDP in FY82 and dropping
again to 12% of GDP in the following year. While in the early 1970s
domestic savings of 9-10% of GDP financed a major proportion of the
country's investuent, domestic resource mobilization decreased relative
to GDP in the late seventies and early eighties, turning negative in
?Y82. As a result, annual increases in foreign borrowing were excessive.

1.4 This status report 3/ briefly outlines the significant devel-
opments that have occurred in the energy sector since end-1982, and in
particular, the actious taken by the Government of Sudan to implement the
major recommendations made by the Energy Assessment. The report also
reviews ongoing and planned technical assistance to the energy sector by
the international donor community and identifies some of the priorities
for further technicdl assistance tp the energy sector.

1.5 Although the Government has been eminently successful in
attracting funds from a large number of donors to support a sizeable
program of technical assistance in the energy sector, the implementation
of'larger energy development projects is affected by financial and man-
power (managerial and technical) constraints. Hence, a realistic
approach in determining future technical assistance priorities should
place emphasis on activities which lead to comparatively low-cost pro-
jects with quick returns and, at the same time, develop managerial and
technical capabilities. Other considerations in determining priorities
are: (a) the Government's strategy for national economic recovery;
(b) recommendations of the Energy Assessment Report; and (c) ongoing and
planned technical assistance efforts. To effectively handle this large
volume of technical assistance, not only is there a need for improving
mechanisms for coordinating donor assistance, but equally important is
the.need to ensure that the level of such activity remains within the
capacity of the energy sector institutions to assimilate and derive
maximum benefit from the assistance.

1.6 In view of the above, this report recommends priority be given
to a number of activities designed to improve energy efficiency, includ-
ing conservation measures. Specific activities include preliminary
energy audits in industrial plants; improvement of the National

3/ This report was prepared by Ziad Alahdad (Energy Planner) and
Bernhard Frueh (Consulting Economist), based on the findings of
their mission to Sudan in July and August, 1984.
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Electricity Corporation's system planning capability; promotion of energy
conservation in commercial, institutional and/or industrial buildings; a
study on measures to improve energy efficiency in the transport sector;
and prepara) on of an energy conservation public awareness campaign. In
addition, in view of Sudan's heavy reliance on fuelwood and the compar-
atively low level of activity in this subsector, priority is als4 recom-
mended for the development of fuelwood resources. In particular, the
recommended activities relate to peni-urban fuelwood plantations; up-
grading of arid and semi-arid land fuelwood production; and an institu-
tional review of the Forest Administration aimed at strengthening forest
sector management. Finally, in the development of renewable resources,
technical assistance is recommended to promote solar water heating for
commercial and industrial applications not covered under ongoing
projects.
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II. RECENT DEVELOPMJWTS IN TBE ENERGY SECTOR

2.1 Since the Energy Assessment mission of N'ivember 1982, the
Government has taken some important and well directed initiatives in the
energy sector (detailed in Section III) in line with the recommendations
of the Assessment Report. These are all the more encouraging given the
difficulties of operating in an uncertain economic environment. However,
the emphasis of efforts has largely been at the policy level or in the
preparatory stages of energy development programs, while implementation
capability has been hampered due to lack of financial and manpower
resources.

2.2 At the time of the Assessment, available energy subsector data
enabled the compilation of historical statistics up to 1981. On the
basis of data which have become available since the Assessment, the
status mission has been able to update energy statistics to 1983. In
FY83, Sudan's energy consumption amounted to 5.6 million tons of oil
equivalent (TOE), of which 81% was in the form of fuetwood, charcoal and
biomass and the balance was provided by imported oil and thydro-
electricity. Based on the data available with the National Energy
Administration and various subsector agencies, the mission prepared a
detailed energy balance for FY83 showing gross supply, conversion losses,
stock changes, energy re-exports and net domestic consumption. The
detailed balance is presented in Annex 2. The table below gives a
summary of final energy consumption broken down by form of energy and
consumption sector.

FINAL ENERGY CONSUMLPTION, FY83
('000 TOE)

Fuel- Char- Bio- Electri- Petro- Percentage
wood coal mass city leum Total Share

Agriculture 7 146 153 2.7
Industry 82 59 24 135 300 5.4
Transport 609 609 10.9
Households 2,371 1,446 428 27 54 4,326 77.2
Public/Other 82 93 4 39 218 3.8

Total 2,535 1,539 487 62 983 5,606 100.0

Share(Z) 45.2 27.5 8.7 1.1 17.5 100.0

Source: Mission estimates, based on data provided by NEA and NEC, using
conversion factors recommended by the Bank.



2.3 The household sector, by far the largest consumer, accounted
for 77.2Z of :otal energy consumplion, followed by transport with 10.9%
and industry, 5.4%. The largest consumer of commercial anergy was
transport (58%), the other main consumers being industry (15%), and
agriculture (15%). In FY83, gross supply of primary energy totaled 8.8
million TOE, of which 78.3% was fuelwood, 5.5X other biomass, 8.2% crude
oil imports, 5.7% petroleum product imports and 2.3% hydro-electricity.

2.4 Compared with energy consumption estimates of 1981 included in
the energy balance prepared during the Assessment, the main difference is
an apparent reduction in total energy consumption from a figure of 6.1
million TOE to 5.7 million TOE. The reason for this is the downward
revision of Government estimates for the per capita consumption of non-
commercial energy. The 1981 estimates were based on a survey organized
by the Government and carried out in 1980 (later published in a tiEM
report, "Sudan, National Energy Assessment," October, 1982). From an
update of this survey carried out in 1983 under. NEA's supervision, it
seems that the results for non-commercial energy consumption in the 1980
survey were overestimated and the -revised estimates are now being adopted
by the Government.

2.5 Oil consumption (Annex 3) increased at an annual rate of 6.2%,
from 860,700 tons in 1978 to 1,030,700 tons in 1981. Since then, con-
sumption levels have remained more or less static, mainly due to supply
disruptions caused by frequent foreign exchange shortages. This is also
reflected in the gradual decline in oil imports from 1,271,600 tons in
1981 to 1,207,300 tons in 1983 (Annex 4). During FY83, the transport
sector was the largest consumer of petroleum (62X), followed by agricul-
ture (15%), industry (14%), the household sector (5%), and public/other
concerns (4%).

2.6 Electricity generation from the NEC main grid as well as iso-
lated systems totaled 1,054 GWh in FY83--an average annual increase of
6.3% since FY78 (Annex 5). Between FY81 and FY83, the growth rate was
4.5%. The peak power demand for the Blue Nile Grid has reached 188 MW in
July 1984, against a previous maximum of 157 MW. Demand for electricity
has exceeded the system supply capability since 1978, due mainly o a
surge in industrial demand and to underinvestment in power facilities
during the latter half of the 1970s. Load shedding has become necessary,
especially between May and August, which has resulted in major disrup-
tions in industrial, commercial and agricultural activity.

2.7 In the petroleum subsector, the Government has initiated a
number of studies to examine the technical and economic viability of
options which need consideration following the oil discovery in the
south, the gas discw.very in the Red Sea and the start of construction of
the crude oil pipeline to Port Sudan. Other factors which influence
decisions on the various options will be examined under studies included
in the Bank's Petroleum Technical Assistance Project. These include a
detailed evaluation of ill and gas utilization options as well as the
determination of optimum interaction between the. two subsectors. The
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Government is also planning to boost oil and gas exploration and develop-
ment activities and a provision for a promotion effort is included in the
Bank's Petroleum Technical Assistance Project. It should be noted that
although petroleum exploration and development activity in Sudan is still
underway, the activity has not only declined somewhat but has, in some
cases, shifted from priority areas. Perhaps the most significant
initiative has been in petroleum import and supply arrangements, in which
the Government has established a revolving fund in collaboration with
USAID and a number of other bilateral and multilateral organizations, to
finance the purchase of crude and petroleum products. The ready availa-
bility of foreign exchange is expected to relieve supply shortages,
gradually ease off the present allocation and quota systems, and save the
Government between 10-5l of its petroleum import bill which currently
stands at about US$360 million per year.

2.8 In the power subsector, emphasis under the Power III Project
has been placed on the installation of additional generation capacity and
rehabilitation of existing schemes. The following schemes have either
been completed during the period under review or are currently under
implementation: at the Burri Thermal Station, additional diesel capacity
of 40 MW has been installed and commissioned in stages during 1983 and
the first half of 1984. Rehabilitation of existing units at Burri is
underway which will restore 19 MW of system capacity by 1986 as well as
improve reliability of supply. At the Roseires Hydropower Station, Units
No. 5 and 6 (each of 40 si) have been commissioned in February and June,
1984, respectively. Efforts are also underway at Roseires to clear the
silt and debris accumulation near the penstock openings of the hydro
units to improve the operational efficiency of the units. At Port Sudan
30 MW of diesel generation capacity have been commissioned. Substantial
delays have been experienced in the installation of two 30-MW units at
the Khartoum North Thermal Power Station, and these units are now
expected to be commissioned by mid-1985. Rehabilitation efforts are con-
tinuing in the transmission and distribution systems of the Blue Nile
Grid and the Eastern Grid. With these capacity addition and restoration
efforts, the power situation is expected to improve from this year
onwards, resulting in reduced levels of curtailment. During FY83, an
estimated load of 100 GWh was shed on the Blue Nile Grid between April
and June, reaching about 27% of energy demand during that period. Some
of the load shedding from the public system is substituted by private
diesel powered generation, which is a comparatively expensive option.
Total privately-owned generation capacity is estimated to be about 100
MW, which is about one-third of the presently installed capacity in the
public system. However, as mentioned above, the commissioning of a
number of new ?ower generation units under Power III will alleviate the
situation to some extent. To further improve the situation, NEC has
launched its first load management and conservation program, designed to
reduce demand by 40 MW during the period from March to August.
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2.9 In the context of the Bank's proposed Power Rehabilitation
Project 41 which is due for Board Presentation in Spring, 1985, a number
of ii.portant initiatives have been planned. In addition to capacity
expansion (2 x 10 MW medium-speed diesel generating sets at Burri power
station) and further rehabilitation of the two main grids, a number of
important studies will be carried out. In particular, these include the
updating of the long-term Power Development Plan, feasibility of the
Merowe Dam and Hydropower Scheme and studies relating to load management/
energy conservation/system planning for the NEC grids. Under funding of
the joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance Program
(ESMAP), a Power Efficiency Study which identified rehabilitation
measures to reduce losses on the Blue Nile Grid was finalized in June,
1984. The rehabilitation works identified are being financed mainly by
USAID and consideration is being given for possible financing from sav-
ings from the Power III Project.

2.10 A new organizational structure for NEC has recently been
approved by the President and is now under implementation. The new
structure takes into account the recommendations of consultants financed
under Power III and is expected to facilitate NEC's ability to function
in conformity with the National Electricity Act of 1982.

2.11 Progress in the forest subsector has been somewhat slow, which
is a cause for concern particularly in view of Sudan's heavy dependence
on fuelwood and the magnitude of issues in this subsector. However, a
few important developments have taken place. Work was initiated in mid-
1983, and is continuing, on fuelwood development projects which include
plantations within farming schemes, rehabilitation of existing planta-
tions and training and extension services. In* addition, a few other
projects to develop gum-arabic plantations have also been initiated,
which would yield fuelwood in the long term. The Government has re-
quested the World Bank to initiate, in collaboration with a number of
other donor agencies, a detailed Forest Sector Review. This Review,
which will be started in November, 1984, is expected to form the basis
for future planning and development of forest resources. It is hoped
that the Government will also be able to initiate much needed legal and
policy reforms and mobilize substantial additional resources for the
development of this vital subsector.

2.12 According to the 1983 NEA energy survey update (para 2.4), the
demand for wood for energy uses was about 22 million metric tons per

4/ Due to delays in the finalization of co-financing arrangements, the
Power IV Project has been delayed, with re-appraisal tentatively
scheduled for Spring, 1985. In its present form, the Project
includes the following additions to generation capacity: 60 MW
thermal units at Khartoum North Station and the 40 MW Seventh Unit
at Roseires. As an interim measure, the Bank is preparing a Power
Rehabilitation Project with a total foreign exchange cost of about
$30 million.
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year. It should be mentioned that reliable estimates are not available
on the annual allowable cut based on Sudan's forest resources and there
is an urgent need to extend forest inventory efforts to cover the entire
.ountry. However, there is ample evidence that the rate of depletion is
critically excessive in many areas of Sudan.

2.13 The Government is actively pursuing the development of a wide
variety of other renewable energy resources (biogas, solar, wind, etc.)
through demonstration and pilot projects. In this regard, the main
issues are the duplication of efforts by various agencies and the conse-
quent delay in reaching the dissemination/marketing stage.

2.14 In the field of energy conservation, efforts are underway or
planned on a number of projects to improve the end-use efficiency of
charcoal and wood stoves as well as charcoal production mcthods. How-
ever, these efforts need to be increased substantially. In the transport
sector, which accounts for 62% of petroleum consumption, energy effi-
ciency remains a major cause for concern. The Assessment Report recom-
mended measures to promote an inter-modal shift from road to rail and
river transport. However, due to a number of reasons, including lack of
capital investment, delays in implementing organizational reforms and
financial and institutional weaknesses, the agencies involved have been
unable to fully implement the measures recommended. As a result, the
shift in favor of road transport continues. In the case of freight
haulage, not only has the share of the river and rail sectors declined,
but there has also been a drop in the absolute volume of freight handled
by these two modes. The share of the road transport sector in freight
haulage has increased from 61% in 1981 to over 75% in 1983. However, for
energy conservation within the road transport sector, the Government has
taken a number of measures to promote the use of mass passenger transpor-
tation systems. These include the imposition of restrictions on
passenger car imports, and providing financial incentives for the import
and operation of private buses.

2.15 One of the main issues identified in the Assessment Report was
related to distortions in the structure of energy pricing. Prices of
petroleum products did not allow adequate cost recovery or reflect real
market values. In fact, retail prices of kerosene, diesel and fuel oii
were found to be below even their import parity costs. Thus, the
Assessment Report recommended adjustments to bring prices in line with
their economic costs. The Government has taken initiatives in this
regard by increasing the prices of all petroleum products in December,
1983. Compared to the price levels fixed in January 1983, nominal
increases in the pump prices of premium gasoline, regular gasoline,
kerosene and gasoil (in Khartoum as the reference point) were 43%, 50%,
17% and 20%, respectively, while the ex-depot price of fuel oil rose by
73% (Annex 6). Although the price increase was a step in the right
direction, it is recommended that the situation be continually kept under
review, especially with regard to the prices of gasoil, fuel oil and
kerosene. In this regard, it should be noted that the ongoing
Transportation Cost Review being carried out by the Ministry of Finance
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and Economic Planning will determine the appropriate pricing of petroleum
products in Sudan.

2.16 The findings of the Assessment Report indicated that NEC's
average power tariff was inadequate from a financial point of view and in
relation to the long-run marginal cost of supply. Substantial increases
in electricity tariffs were therefire recommended on both economic and
financial grounds. In 1983, GOS agreed on a two-phase tariff adjustment
of about 200%, which took effect in April and December, 1983 (Annex 7).
This adjustment brought NEC nearer to its goal of achieving an 8% return
on assets. However, estimates prepared by the Appraisal Mission of the
Power IV Project indicate that a further increase will be required to
meet this objective. The Government plans to increase tariffs by 21% in
December, 1984. In addition, NEC changed its tariff structure for resi-
dential consumers (who account for 40% of total consumption) from a flat
rate to a progressive block tariff to promote conservation and shift the
burden of the price increases to higher income consumers.

2.17 The Government's efforts in strengthening the institutional
capability in the energy sector have been significant. In Tfly, 1983, a
major effort aimed at preparing Sudan's first integrated enezgy plan was
initiated. Coordinated by NEA and assisted by USAID-financed consul-
tants, various aspects of the plan are being prepared by a number of
specialized subsectoral committees, each of which has been given specific
mandates and targets. The first phase of the process, which resulted in
the preparation of four basic working documents, was completed in early
1984, and the ongoing second phase is expected to produce a draft pre-
liminary plan by end-1984. In the meantime, NEA's capability is being
strengthened gradually to enable it to carry on the planning process
independently. Extensive institutional strengthening of MEM (GMRD and
GPC) is also envisaged under the Petroleum Technical Assistance Project.
It is hoped that, based on the findings of the proposed Forest Sector
Review, the Government will focus its attention on strengthening the
institutional capability of the Central and Regional Forest Administra-
tions in relation to their respective roles in the development of forest
resources.

2.18 In an effort to generate further support in the energy sector,
the Government has continued to seek technical assistance from bilateral
and multilateral sources, in line with Sudan's energy sector priorities.
However, a more effective mechanism is required to coordinate and focus
this assistance in order to avoid duplication of efforts.
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II. STATUS OP ENERGY ASSESSXENT RBECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Petroleum

Recommmdation

(a) Carry out studies to review three principal options resulting
from the oil discovery in the south and the construction of tbe crude oil
pipeline to Port Sudan. 5/ Options are (i) topping plant at Kosti;
(ii) blending part of the indigenous crude with imported crude at Port
Sudan Refinery; (iii) new refinery at Kosti or on. the Red Sea coast. The
last option should only be considered if much higher than presently known
oil reserves are established.

Status

The General Petroleum Corporation (GPC) has commis-
sioned consultants (OTP of France) to examine the
feasibility of a 10,000 bpd topping plant at Kosti.
OTP's draft report has been reviewed by GPC and the
final report was due in September, 1984. Shell (as a
stockholder in Port Sudan Refinery) is examining the
extent to which local and imported Arabian Light
crude can be blended and its implications with regard
to modifications to the refinery. The results of
this study were expected to be available by
September, 1984. An important factor influencing the
decision on the Kosti plant is the potential for the
development and utilization of natural gas reserves
in the Red Sea (para 3.1 (d)) for power generation
and production of cement and fertilizer. A
preliminary review of options for the utilization of
oil and gas was carried out between August, 1983 and
January, 1984, under a Project Preparation Facility
(PPF) advance from the Bank's Petroleum Technical
Assistance (TA) Project. This review formed a part
of a broader study aimed at identifying the
components of the project (see para 4.2). The
Project includes a provision for a more detailed
evaluation of oil and gas utilization options as well
as an optimization of the interaction between the two
subsectors.

5/ The oil pipeline was originally due to be commissioned in early
1986. However, due to a number of reasons, the expected commission-
ing date has been dela7ed till early 1987. At an initial production
level of 50,000 bpd, Sudan's share of crude as a result of its pro-
duction-sharing agreements and after paying in kind for transpor-
tation costs is about 16*000 bpd.
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A provision for strategic petroleum storage
facilities in Port Sudan and Haiya has been included
in a protocol agreement with Romania which will be
concluded later this year. A prefeasibility study
for a mini-refinery was conducted. and further
progress will depend on the availability of addi-
tional financial support.

It is understood that preliminary investigations are
due to be initiated on a trans-African oil transport-
ation project to move oil from Yambu Al-Bahr in Saudi
Arabia, across the Red Sea to Port Sudan from where
it would be pumped through two 56 inch pipelines
across Sudan (north of Khartoum and Muglad) through
Central Africa to Cameroon. If such a project should
materialize it is not likely to be fully commissioned
before mid-1990s.

Rectommnedation

(b) The waxy nature of local crude necessitates the construction of
a diluent pipeline to facilitate transportation. The option of using
this pipeline for product. transportation needs to be examined in the
light of the decision on the Kosti topping plant. In the meantime,
provision should be made in the design of the diluent pipeline for future
pumping stations which can enhance transmission capacity if and when
required.

Status

A study on the use of the diluent pipeline for the
transportation of petroleum products would be kept
under consideration for possible financing under the
Petroleum TA Project, but this would, inter alia,
depend upon progress on the construction of the crude
oil and diluent pipelines. Similarly, the possi-
bility of financing a study on the use of natural gas
as a diluent could also be considered at a later date
depending on gas availability, economic gas utiliza-
tion options and progress on the construction of the
pipeline. Currently, the engineering design for the
pipeline is being finalized by the contractors Snam
Projetti and route survey work is underway in the
northern part of Sudan.

The diluent pipeline design provides for a product
movement of 10,000 bpd with two distribution points
at Fao and Rabak.
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Recomendation

(c) Examine the possibility of a bitumen plant in Port Sudan.

Status

Currently, all bitumen is imported, while PSR
produces a surplus of long residue. However, the
option of a bitumen plant would be affected by the
future availability of residue which, in turn, is
dependent on a decision on the timing of a new
refinery. Without a new refinery, the surplus of
long residue may disappear by 1988. A new refinery
would depend on the establishment of sufficient
additional recoverable oil reserves. In view of
these linkages, the bitumen study would need to be
coordinated with the results of oil field development
activities as well as a refinery study which is
included under the Bank's Petroleum TA Project.

Recommendation

(d) Based on a m *e accurate assessment of the Red Sea natural gas
reserves, examine potential options for gas utilization in domestic
markets. Options include piping the gas to the coast for cement/ferti-
lizer production and power generation.

Status

A Project Preparation Facility (PPF) advance from the
Bank's Petroleum Technical Assistance Project is
currently financing an independent evaluation of the
Suakin gas/condensate discovery (based on existing
data) and is expected to make recommendations for
further exploration work, which could include addi-
tional appraisal drilling. The results of this study
are expected by end-November, 1984. This study is
essentially a technical analysis on the possibility
of developing the Suakin prospect. If the results
are positive, the Bank will proceed with the gas
utilization study mentioned under (a) above. At that
stage, the Bank will also examine the possibility of
assisting the Government in further appraisal and
development of the Suakin field.

Recommendation

(e) Devise a system of allocating foreign exchange which will allow
crude and products to be imported on a regular and predictable basis.
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Status

On account of frequent foreign exchange shortages,
the import of crude and petroleum products has often
been erratic, resulting in critical supply shortages.
Internal distribution is implemented through an allo-
cation/quota system. Prices paid by Sudan for its
petroleum exceed world market prices because Sudan
has not been able to utilize existing economies of
scale due to lack of funds. Financing for smaller
consignments of petroleum is easier and quicker to
arrange than letters of credit for bigger tonnages.
Consequently, Sudan has ordered smaller consignments
and almost on a day-by-day basis. Efforts were
initiated by USAID to form a petroleum fund that
would provide adequate financing for the purchase of
Sudan's imported petroleum requirements. In response
to a request from the Government in late 1983, the
IMF and the World Bank provided specialist advice in
the form of staff support and advisory papers on
concepts relating to the formation and operation of
such a fund. In June, 1983, an agreement 6/ was
signed between the USA and the Sudan for the
formation of the petroleum import fund under which
USA would contribute $40 million while Sudan would
arrange, during the first year of the facility, $300
million in foreign exchange inclusive of other donor
contributions. Among other c:onditions, the agreement
requires adherence to a procurement system based on
international competitive bidding and the removal of
the allocation system for any given product when its
supply balances demand, at import parity prices. The
objective of the plan, which is visualized as a
three-year cooperative effort between the Government,
bilateral donors and oil marketing companies, 7/ is
to establish an efficient system for the financing,
procurement, import and distribution of petroleum in
Sudan. Once operational, the plan would facilitate
regular supplies, gradually ease off the allocation
system, promote private sector involvement and, due
to reduced procurement prices, save the economy $30-
50 million per year based on the current petroleum
import biLl of $360 million. The Government is
currently negotiating contributions from prospective

6/ Grant Agreement between USA and the Democratic Republic of the Sudan
for Petroleum Initiative Commodity Imports--June 9, 1984.

7/ Shell, Mobil, Agip, and Total.
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donors and, in consultation with USAID, is establish-
ing procedures for international competitive bidding.

3.2 Power

Recommendation

(a) Update the long-term power plan for the Blue Nile Grid to the
year 2000. This should include: (i) establishing the economic order of
merit, cost, and timing of different projects; (ii) developing an organi-
zational capability to enable updating every two years at low cost; and
(iii) assessing the accuracy of existing studies and identifying future
studies together with costs and timing.

3tatus

The proposed Power Rehabilitation Project includes a
study to update the Long-term Power Plan of 1979 and
a feasibility study for the next power generation
scheme, following the Bank's Power IV Project. Mea-
sures for improving NEC's planning capability are
included in the USAID-financed Energy Planning and
Management Project which has recently started, as
well as in the 'study' component of the Power
Rehabilitation Project.

Recommendation

(b) For projects outsid& the Blue Nile Grid, update annually the
Electric Power Status report, last produced by NEC in March, 1982; a
mechanism for future coordination also needs to be established.

Status

NEC is currently preparing the national annual
development plan for the power sector which includes'
the Blue Nile Grid, the Eastern Grid as well as
isolated stations. As part of this work, NEC will
review the status of existing isolated systems and
also prepare a tentative six-year development
program.

Recommendation

(c) Study the options for additional thermal generation. If the
Kosti topping plant is established, two thermal options need considera-
tion: (i) use of residual fuel oil in new thermal generation facilities
(subsequent to the Power IV thermal units) at Kosti, for feeding into the
Blue Nile Grid; and (ii) transporting the residual fuel oil from Kosti
for power generation at Khartoum in the Power III, Power IV, and possibly
subsequent thermal units.
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Status

The decision on the Kosti topping plant has yet to be
made and there is no firm indication on the timing of
this decision. Nevertheless, the likelihood of this
development will need to be anticipated in updating
the Long-term Power Plan. 8/

Recommendation

(d) Prepare a feasibility study for the heightening of the Roseires
Dam.

Status

The Roseires Dam, completed in 1966, was designed to
be heightened in the future by about 9 meters to an
elevation of 490 meters above sea level. The Blue
Nile Waters Study 9/ recommended that if it was
intended to proceed with at least one new major irri-
gation project in the Blue Nile Region within the
next 15 years, full heightening of the dam should be
undertaken. Without new irrigation projects,
heightening of the dam to an intermediate level was
recommended. In 1979, GOS decided that the dam
should be heightened to an elevation of 490 m above
sea level and the Long-term Power Development Plan
Study of 1979 recommended commissioning of the
heightening by 1988 at the latest as the first stage
of the development sequence. However, since then,
the strategy for irrigation has been changed to
rehabilitation and the proposed heightening has lost
priority. A reevaluation study of this option on
power grounds alone was included in the terms of
reference for the feasibility study on the Bank's
Power IV Project, financed from the Power III
Credit. However, the Government has not yet

8/ Thermal generation expansion presently planned in Power IV is the
addition of the third and fourth units (60 MW each) at Khartoum
North fuel oil fired station, based on surplus fuel oil from the
Port Sudan Refinery and on imported fuel oil. Further expansion of
thermal facilities would be based on the findings of the Long-term
Power Plan.

9/ The Blue Nile Waters Study on the utilization of the waters of the
Blue Nile was prepared by consultants in 1977-1978. This was
followed by the Nile Waters Study of 1979 which also included the
White Nile and the Main Nile.
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authorized the start of this study and the Bank is
requesting the Government to do so to enable the
coordination of the study with the updating of the
Nile Water's Study, 10/ which is being carried out by
the US Bureau of Reclamation.

In the meantime, the Power IV feasibility study
(1983) reccmmended that additions to hydro capacity
which could be implemented by FY91 would yieLd low
economic returns compared to thermal additions,
except for the Seventh Unit at Roseires which would
yield a return of about 50Z per year. Hence, as far
as development of the Blue Nile Grid is concerned,
the Power IV Project as currently envisaged, includes
thermal plant expansion at Khartoum with the Roseires
Seventh Unit as a small hydro component.

Recommendation

(e) Include a feasibility study for the fferowe Dam and Hydropower
Scheme in the Power IV Project.

Status

The Nile Waters Study concluded that the Low Merowe
Project was the most economically attractive of
Sudan's large undeveloped hydroelectric schemes. A
more detailed analysis completed under the Long-term
Power Plan of 1979 confirmed that the Merowe project
was economically viable compared to alternative
thermal generation if commissioned in the mid-i990s,
which was the date by which demand was forecast to
increase to levels that could absorb a substantial
proportion of the output of the Merowe project. Some
pre-feasibility work on this scheme has just been
completed by consultants financed from Swedish
Technical Aid who are proposing that they should
finance feasibility work. Funds for a feasibility
study on developing Herowe hydro potential are also
included in the Bank's Power Rehabilitation Project.

3.3 Fuelwood

Recommendation

(a) Establish a continuing inventory of the national forest
resources extending the present Canadian-financed surveys to all
provinces.

10/ See footnote 9.
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Status

As a matter of immediate priority, a continuing for-
est inventory covering all provinces in Sudan would
be required to assess the rate of deforestation and
to measure the success of afforestation efforts,
With assistance of the Canadian Government, surveys
of Sudan's growing stock have been conducted in the
Blue Nile and Bahr el Chazal Provinces and a draft
report was due by September, 1984. However, this
inventory focuses on resources of construction timber
rather than fuelwood reserves, but the aerial photo-
graphs could be used for further inventory work. It
is suggested that further assessment of natural
forest resources be initiated as a matter of
priority.

Recommendation

(b) Provide technical assistance to study the feasibility and
economic justification of large-scale energy plantations, especially for
urban areas, and set up demonstration and pilot projects.

Status

Aware of the serious depletion of the country's fuel-
wood resources, the Government has initiated a number
of afforestation programs. A four-year project
entitled "Fuelwood Development for Energy in Sudan",
funded by the Netherlands ($4.6 million in foreign
exchange) and executed by FAO, was started in
September, 1983. The fuelwood-plantation-related
aspects of this ptoject include: (i) afforestation
within irrigated agricultural schemes, with a target
of 5,400 feddans 11/ of Eucalyptus plantation in
Gezira within the first two years of which about
1,500 would be planted by end-1984; (ii) pilot plan-
tations covering 1,770 feddans to be established by
end-1985 in Kassala and other provinces based on the
most successful species/treatment combinations;
(iii) a program for managing combined forestry and
grazing schemes initially in two forest reserves
within mechanized farming areas covering 120,000
feddans, inclusive of an inventzry of woody vegeta-
tion; and (iv) a substantial provision for extension,
training and information services.

11/ 1 feddan = 0.42 hectares.
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Under an extensive afforestation and forest resource
utilization project financed by Finland, there is one
component related to fuelwood and poles: Eucalyptus
plantation covering 500 feddans in Rahad in Kassala
Province, of which about 300 feddans have already
been planted. Depending on results, a longer-term
fuelvood plantation effort will be planned later this
year. The project also includes a provision for
extension services in fuelwood plantation.

In addition, there are a number of ongoing gum arabic
plantation projects financed under Finnish and Dutch
aid. Although not meant primarily for fuelwood
development, these plantations would yield fuelwood
in the long term.

During a Bank mission in March, 1984, the Central
Forest Administration expressed an interest in
establishing a peri-urban plantation as well as a
project for upgrading fuelwood production on arid and
semi-arid land. Technical assistance proposals for
initiating these projects are discussed in Section V
of this report.

Recommendation

(c) Study ways of improving forest productivity.

Status

This is being addressed under the following compon-
ents of the FAO Fuelwood Development Project:
(i) plantations in irrigated agricultural schemes;
(ii) the pilot projects to establish improved spe-
cies/treatment combinations; and (iii) management of
combined grazing and forestry schemes. Under this
project it is also proposed to employ work study
techniques to improve plantation methods. Training
and extension services in the FAO as well as in the
Finnish-financed project are aimed at improving
forest productivity. Experimental research in
species/treatment combinations is underway in the
Government's Forest Research Center at Soba. How-
ever, in relation to the importance of the forest
sector in Sudan, the above efforts are small and need
to be expanded substantially as a matter of priority.
Future technical assistance proposals for fuelwood
development which, inter alia, address the produc-
tivity aspect are included in Section V of this
report.
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Recommendation

(d) Coordinate forestry programs with the National Energy Policy.

Status

The Central Forest Administration is participating
actively in the national energy planning process
being coordinated by NEA (para 3.7 (a)). However,
the nature of the coordinating links between CFA and
the regional forest authorities and their implica-
tions with regard to the planning and development of
national fuelwood resources need to be reviewed.
This issue is discussed in more detail in para
3.7 (g).

Recomuendation

(e) Implement the requirements: (i) that abandoned agricultural
land be returned to the Forest Administration, and (ii) that 15% of the
land area of agricultural schemes be retained under forest.

Status

Over the last 15 years, about 35,000 feddans of
degraded agricultural land has been returned to the
Forest Administration and this process is continu-
ing. However, there is clearly a need to speed up
efforts in this regard.

Although various ministerial directives issued over
the years have stipulated requirements for retaining
forest cover over a specified minimum proportion of
land area, these directives have not beeu enforced.
Consideration is now being given to including such a
provision in the forthcoming amenlment to the Forest
Ordinancef

3.4 Other Renewable Energy Sources

Recommendation

(a) Continue to support solar research projects, particularly water
heating.

Status

With Dutch assistance, the Renewable Energy Research
Institute (RERI) is about to complete the second
phase of a three-phase program to develop and test a
solar driven *old storage system for agricultural
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products. The first phase consisted of designing a
30-kW refrigeration system and lab testing some of
its components. The second phase consisted of lab
testing and field trials of the solar collectors.
The feasibility of the system for food storage has
been assessed by the Food Research Center at Soba.
The third phase of the project, due to be initiated
soon, consists of field testing of the complete
system. Depending on results, the Food Research
Center will make recommendations for a dissemination
program which will receive technical support from
RERI.

Under the USAID-financed Sudan Renewable Energy
Project, plans are being initiated for solar energy
pilot projects in lighting, water pumping and
refrigeration for storage of medical supplies.

A study carried out by UNIDO in early 1983 recom-
mended the use of solar desalination schemes in
Northern Kordofan and identified a pilot project for
testing the proposal. The pilot project also
includes the application of solar and wind-powered
pumping units.

An ILO- and UNFSTD-assisted effort had demonstrated
the use of solar drying for food preservation in a
number of countries in Africa, including Sudan. A
follow-up proposal is being planned for disseminating
the technology in Kassala and Northern Kordofan.

Under a four-year renewable energy program financed
by Germany, a solar energy water heating project for
hospitals is being prepared. Starting at a pilot
level in one hospital, the system would be introduced
gradually into other health centers.

Recommendation

(b) Provide technical assistance for designing windmills for
irrigation pumping, identification of sites and setting up of demonstra-
tion projects.

Status

A windmill currently under development at RERI is
expected to be ready for ir-igation pumping field
trials at the research centre at Soba by early
1985. A propos&I is being prepared at RERI to test
imported windpumps which can be progressively manu-
factured locally. Efforts are continuing on the
collection of data on wind regim&s in Sudan.
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Recomnendation

(c) Investigate the feasibility of utilizing surplus bagasse from
the sugar factories to produce power for the public power system.

Status

Such a study was completed earlier this year under
the IDA Second Technical Assistance Project, and its
findings are currently being discussed between NEA
and the Bank.

3.5 Energy Conservation

Transport

Recomnendation

(a) The growth of road haulage at the expense of rail and river
traffic implies an increase in energy input per ton-km of traffic
carried. To induce a beneficial shift in inter-modal allocation of
traffic, it is essential that the Sudan Railways Corporation (SRC) and
River Transport Corporation (RTC) be strengthened financially and
reorganized to improve their operational efficiency.

Status

Due to a number of reasons including lack of capital
investment, delays in imiplementing organizational
reforms (for which studies have been prepared) and
financial and institutional weaknesses, SRC and RTC
have been unable to attract additional freight and
passenger traffic and the shift towards road traffic
is continuing. In the case of freight, in addition
to the shift, the absolute volume of freight handled
by rail and river transport has fallen since 1981.
The share of road transport incrtased from 61% in
1981 to over 75% in 1983. During the period under
review, river transport tariffs have not changed,
while rail tariffs have been increased to allow for
changes in the price of petroleum.

Recomnendation

(b) To achieve fuel savings, promote the growth of public t.ansport
by: (i) expanding Khartoum's bus fleet; (ii) vigorously applying
existing licensing regulations; and (iii) setting a ceiling on imports of
motor cars.
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Status

The Government commissioned a study on mass road
transportation which was completed in March, 1984.
The study indicated that private cars and taxis
consumed 78Z of the fuel while carrying only 40X of
the passenger traffic. The corresponding figures for
buses were 7% and 29%, respectively. The study
recommended that the bus fleet in Khartoum be
increased by about 1,600 units, thus inducing a
reduction in private car and taxi usage. Annual
savings would be about US$27 million, of which $21
million would accrue from reduced fuel consumption.
Other recommendations include increasing fuel prices
to encourage a shift in passenger traffic towards
buses and widening and re-surfacing roads to
accomodate bus fleets.

In December, 1982, the Government imposed a ban on
the import of small passenger cars for Sudanese
nationals living in Sudan. This resulted in a drop
in imports from a peak of 10,400 in 1982 to 3,700 in
1983. In addition, the Government has introduced a
number of measures to promote the use of mass pas-
senger transportation through financial incentives
for the import and operation of private buses. The
recent increase in petroleum product prices is also
expected to act as an incentive for conservation.

Power

Recommendation

(c) Prepare a study recommending measures to reduce system losses
on the Blue Nile Grid (BNG).

Status

A mission financed under ESMAP visited Sudan in
August, 1983 to identify measures to improve power
efficiency in the BNG. The final report 12/ based on
the findings of the mission has been issued under
ESMAP. The report has identified a short-term
rehabilitation program of $3.3 million with an
economic payback of 1-2 years. In addition, the
report also recommends longer-term measures costing

12/ Sudan Power System Efficiency Study, June, 1984.
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over $18 million 13/ which would yield substantial
financial benefits to NEC. The rehabilitation works
identified in the report are being financed mainly by
USAID and consideration is being given for possible
financing from savings from the Power III Project.
NEC received about $20 million in FY84 from USAID
commodity loans and a further $15 million is expected
during FY85.

Fuelwood

Recommendation

(d) Carry out a program to increase public awareness of the defor-
estation problem by establishing village level committees for environ-
mental protection.

Status

Aimed at more intensive participation of private
local communities, implementation of FAO's fuelwood
development program (see para 3.3(b)) is based on
close managerial and financial cooperation with local
farmers, people's rural councils and village coun-
cils. All afforestation sub-projects include train-
ing and support components to encourage community
forestry under the guidance of local forestry offi-
cers. Of particular significance is the program to
manage combined forestry and grazing schemes covering
120,000 feddans within two forest reserves.

Recosmendation

(e) Provide Government support and technical assistance to design,
test, produce, and disseminate: (i) improved fuelwood and charcoal cook-
ing stoves; and (ii) improved charcoal kilns.

Status

(i) Under the "Charcoal Stoves" component of the
USAID-financed Sudan Renewable Energy Project (SREP),
a charcoal stove design contest among local manufac-
turers was carried out in collaboration with the Re-
newable Energy Research Institute. Cash prizes and

13/ These figures are indicative at this stage and would have to be
firmed up on the basis of detailed engineering studies. Terms of
reference for the engineering studies have been included in the
Power System Efficiency Study.
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production orders were awarded to the top three
designs (criteria: efficiency, cost, durability).
Efforts have now been initiated to disseminate the
prototype design and develop a metal/ceramic stove
design based on stoves now being successfully used in
Kenya. Production and design development will be
carried out to the maximum possible extent using
local artisans who will receive appropriate train-
ing. FAO's "Fuelwood Development for Energy" Project
will also provide dissemination and extension support
for stoves developed under SREP.

Under the "Woodstoves" component of SREP, the work
program is being reassessed. Indications are that
the potential for the acceptability of new domestic
woodstoves is low. Hence future work is likely to
concentrate on stoves for industrial and commercial
applications.

The stove program under the FAO project, "Fuelwood
Development for Energy in Sudan" concentrates mainly
on dissemination through the extension services. In
addition, it also includes a research and field test-
ing program to improve designs of wood and charcoal
stoves commonly used in Sudan. This program, which
focuses on urban users, sedentary agricultural com-
munities and nomadic users, will be carried out
jointly by the Forest Research Institute, the Energy
Administration and the University of Khartoum. It
will support the SREP project in the development of
improved stove designs and carrying out efficiency
and acceptability tests in various conditions. It
will then play its most important role in the dis-
semination process.

(ii) Currently, energy efficiency in Sudan's char-
coal production is comparatively low, using 14-16 m3

fuelwood to produce 1 ton charcoal, which is far
above the world average. To reduce the fuelwood
consumption, FAO's Fuelwood Development for Energy
Project includes a program (supporting USAID efforts
under SREP--see below) for improving the efficiency
of traditional earth kilns and testing metal kilns as
well as earth kilns with metal :oofing. Methods of
utilizing charcoal fines, which account for up to 25%
of the contents of charcoal bags, will also be inves-
tigated. Mobile training programs will be estab-
lished to enable charcoal makers to receive practical
training on improved production methods. For this
purpose, about 100 charcoal kiln operators will be
trained over the project's four-year period and 10-15
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instruction courses would be organized. USAID's
Renewable Energy Project would carry out analyses of
marketing and production systems in the fields of
briquetting and kiln designs at four sites in the
Blue Nile region.

Under the "Charcoal Production" component of the
USAID-financed SREP Project, studies carried out over
the past year have established a clearer understand-
ing of the technical and economic structure of the
industry. During the coming year, the work will con-
tinue. This includes production site quantitative
surveys and marketing/pricing studies. In the Blue
Nile Province, production levels and their effects on
the resource base will be monitored. In addition,
new techniques for improving energy efficiency of
earth kilns will be tested, including metal and
metal-earth kilns. Close coordination will be main-
tained with the FAO project.

3.6 Energy Pricing

Recommendation

(a) Adjust petroleum prices to reflect more closely world market
pries, cover "inland" costs, generate additional Govermuent revenues and
eliminate relative price distortions. Urgently carry out a pricing study
to establish appropriate pricing levels.

Status

The Government increased pultroleum product prices in
December, 1983 by a nominal 73% for fuel oil, 50% for
regular gasoline, 43% for premium gasoline, 20X for
gasoil, and 17% for kerosene compared to the prices
introduced in January, 1983 (Annex 6). The inland
transportation component of the price represented the
highest proportionate increase--from 245Z for fuel
oil to 340% for gasoil (Annex 6).

Although these price increases are a step in the
right direction, further adjustment would be required
to eliminate price distortions between types of fuel
and, particularly in the case of gasoil, to reflect
economic costs. Under the 1984 Standby Arrangement,
the IMF has recommended an increase in prices to fill
Sudan's fiscal gap. In March, 1984, the Government
initiated a study, in consultation with the Bank, to
determine the appropriate pricing of petroleum
products. This study, which is referred to as the
"Transportation Cost Review", has been undertaken in
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the context of the Bank's Third Highway Project,
under which the Government has agreed to implement
the recommendations of the study. A draft was
being reviewed in June by the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Planning and was due to be submitted in
late July, 1984 for review by the Bank.

Recoumendation

(b) Increase electricity tariffs to reflect economic costs and to
meet NEC's financial requirements.

Status

During 1983, as a precondition for appraisal of the
Power IV Project, GOS agreed on a two-phase tariff
increase of 200% during 1983. The two phases were
implemented in April and December, 1983, which
brought NEC nearer to its goal of achieving an 8%
return on assets. However, the Power IV appraisal
mission in mid-1983 estimated that a further increase
will be required to meet this objective (Annex 7).
The Government plans to increase tariffs by 21% in
December, '.984.

Recommendation

(c) Carry out a power tariff study for BNG and isolated systems
based on long-run marginal costs and restructure tariffs according to the
recommendations of the study.

Status

A detailed power tariff study is about to be
initiated by consultants Harza/Coopers and Lybrand
under USAID-financed technical assistance to NEC.
Their report is expected to be finalized within a
year. In conjunction with the ongoing Power III
Project and proposed Power Rehabilitation Project,
the outcome of the study will be reviewed by the Bank
prior to its implementation.

The Government recently changed the tariff structure
for residential consumers (who account for 40% of
consumption) from a flat rate to an increasing block
tariff. The intention is to promote conservation and
shift the burden of the price increase to higher
income consumers.
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3.7 Institutional Strengthening

Recommendation

(a) Establish an energy planning team of technical experts from
various subsectors.

Status

In June, 1983, the Minister of MEM established the
National Energy Plan Committee coordinated by the
National Energy Administration and supervised by its
Under Secretary. The task of the Committee was to
prepare within a period of two years, a national
integrated energy plan through the year 2000. Under
the first phase, seven sub-committees were consti-
tuted with a membership of 70, representing all
energy subsectors and, by the end of 1983, these sub-
committees had produced four draft reports which
formed the basis for further planning work. These
reports pertain to : (i) energy demand projections
through the year 2000; (ii) energy management and
conservation; (iii) energy supply and resources; and
(iv) renewable energy potential. In the context of
energy demand and supply prdjections, these reports
evaluate the present status of energy development
programs and attempt to initiate a set of policy
options together with development strategies.

In January, 1984, the Committee initiated the second
phase of the planning process with the disbanding of
the existing seven sub-committees and the creation of
four others responsible for: (i) defining national
strategies and goals; (ii) technical and economic
evaluation of options/projects; (iii) resolving
short-term supply bottlenecks; and (iv) defining a
program to implement the energy plan.

Under the USAID-financed Energy Planning and Manage-
ment (EPM) Project, Energy Development International
(EDI) consultants are providing NEA with expert
advice and assistance. The draft of a Preliminary
National Energy Plan is expected to be ready by end-
1984. It is hoped that sufficient capability would
be developed within NEA to enable the plan to be
updated on a regular basis without continued
dependence on external consultancy support and with
reduced reliance on direct manpower support from sub-
sector agencies. This would not only involve the
strengthening of NEA technical staff, but also the
development of an energy information system which
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would enable subsector agencies to provide accurate
data and analysis to NEA (para 3.7(b)). Currently,
NEA is being reorganized and staffed to enable it to
perform the national integrated energy planning func-
tion. NEA's new organizational chart showing func-
tional responsibilities is given in Annex 8. As far
as NEA's training needs are concerned, it is recom-
mended that consideration be given to channeling
available USAID funds under the EPM Pr:oject towards
training of NEA staff on: (i) speciaiized short
courses related to project planning and control,
energy policy and planning, financial and economic
analysis, energy information systems etc.; and
(ii) on-the-job-training in energy-related indus-
tries.

Under the EPM Project, it is recommended. that the
following aspects of energy planning also be
included: (i) Strengthening NEA's capability for
advising the Government on energy pricing options.
This would involve pricing studies taking into
account the economic cost of supply of primary energy
sources (petroleum products, hydro-power and fuel-
wood). Economic costs of petroleum products would be
generatbd under the ongoing Transportation Cost
Review (para 3.8(a)). These costs would need to be
integrated into the proposed NEC power tariff study
(para 3.8(c)) under the EPM project. A .fuelwood
pricing study would need to be undertaken. The
results of these studies would help in formulating a
coherent pricing policy which, in turn, could
generate the right signals for interfuel substitution
and a balanced development/utilization of resources.
(ii) Integration of the energy plan with the national
planning process. To achieve this, a suitable
mechanism would need to be devised such as a National
Energy Council at ministerial level 14/ with
membership from MEM and other ministries, involved in
the national energy planning process.

14/ An ESMAP report issued in May, 1983, entitled "Management Assistance
to the Ministry of Energy and Mining," recommended that such a
Council be chaired by the Minister of Energy and Mining and composed
of senior officials of the Ministries of Finance and Economic
Planning, Industry, Agriculture and Transport, the State Minister of
HEM and the Governor of the Bank of Sudan. The energy planning wing
of HEM, NEA, can act as secretariat to the Council.
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Recommendation

(b) Improve the energy data collection process to facilitate
coordinated energy planning.

Status

Although substantial useful energy data are being
collected as part of the ongoing preparation of the
National Energy Plan, the data collection system has
yet to be institutionalized on a regular basis.
Under the USAID-financed Energy Planning and Manage-
ment Project, EDI consultants are scheduled to start
in September/October, 1984 the preparation and imple-
mentation of a management information system (MIS)
for MEM as a whole. As presently envisaged, the
emphasis of this work is directed mainly towards
assisting MEM in managing the operational aspects of
the energy sector. It is recommended that the scope
of work be expanded to include the design of an
information system which provides NEA with timely and
accurate data/analyses from all subsectors to enable
a regular update of the national integrated energy
plan.

Recommendation

(c) Seek technical assistance to enable MEM to evaluate, monitor
and coordinate foreign donor assistance.

Status

SO specific action has been taken on this as yet and
the multiplicity of donor assitance continues to be a
major problem. It is recommended that this issue be
addressed as a part of the efforts to design and
implement a management information system for MEM
under the USAID-financed Energy Planning and Manage-
ment Project.

Recommendation

(d) Establish a mechanism for routinely coordinating the different
groups within MEM and for coordinating the activities of MEM with other
ministries and external agencies related to the energy sector. Also,
establish follow-up procedures for ministerial decisions.

Status

These actions are still outstanding, although issues
involved will be partly addressed by the MIS efforts
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discussed above. Under the Energy Planning and Man-
agement Project, consideration is being given to an
organizational study which would, inter alia, examine
relationships and linkages within MEM and between it
and external energy-related institutions. It is
recommended that this study also determine appro-
priate mechanisms for coordination within and outside
MEM and recommend procedures for following-up minis-
terial decisions.

Recommendation

(e) Strengthen the staffing and expertise of the Geology and
Mineral Resources Directorate in: (i) contract negotiations; (ii) con-
tract monitoring and management; (iii) exercising options for "farm-in"
and "buy-in"; (iv) evoLving a long-term strategy for development of the
petroleum sector; and (v) compiling and analyzing all geological, geo-
physical and well-completion data provided by contractors.

Status

Tne above recommendation would be addressed in the
context of the Bank's Petroleum TA Project, a compo-
nent of which aims at strengthening the national pe-
troleum administration under MEM (GMRD and GPC)
through the provision of experts, training, equipment
and other facilities. Experts would consist of
exploration personnel residing in Sudan and others
who would visit Sudan to coordinate specific project
activities, train local staff and assist with con-
tract economics and monitoring and management of geo-
logical and geophysical data. Training would be
formal and on-the-job, both in Sudan and abroad. The
project would also include procurement of laboratory
and other equipment, vehicles, and construction of
facilities to store well-core samples. Other acti-
vities, including organizational studies, are
discussed under (f) below.

The project also includes a component to assist the
Government in its exploration promotion efforts,
through the provision of 320 man-months of consulting
support that would enable an independent and compre-
hensive evaluation of Sudan's hydrocarbon prospects.

Recommendation

(f) Define the extent of GPC's authority in contract award, manage-
ment, and monitoring.
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Status

This issue would be addressed under the Bank's Petro-
leum TA Project which includes an organizational
study of GPC to help improve internal operations of
the company as well as a study of the functions and
activities of GMRD and GPC.

Recommendation

(g) Strengthen the Central Forest Administration (CFA) by:
(i) creating a body in CFA to plan, coordinate, review and monitor
forestry projects; and (ii) providing technical assistance and training
to CPA to help implement these projects and to recommend revisions in
forest policy, legislation, and administrative procedures.

Status

No action has been taken in this regard. In fact,
under the present decentralization trends, CPA's
authority is being continually eroded. Notwithstand-
ing decentralization, the CFA would need to retain
sufficient powers to perform a number of critical
central coordination functions. For instance, in the
fuelwood subsectort it would need to coordinate
forestry activity in line with national energy policy
and planning, particularly with regard to the rapid
depletion of forest resources.

It is recommended that the role of CPA and the
regional authorities and their inter-relationships be
examined during the forthcoming Forest Sector Review
scheduled to start in November, 1984 (para 5.3).
Depending on the results of the Review, it may be
necessary to strengthen the institutional capability
of CFA and the regional authorities in relation to
their respective roles. Towards this end, a tenta-
tive technical assistance proposal for institutional
strengthening of forest administration is recommended
as a measure of priority under Section V of this
report (para 5.21).
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IV. OVERVIEW OF ONOOING AND PLANNED
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

4.1 The Sudanese Government has managed to generate sufficient
interest among the international donor community to contribute substanti-
ally to a large technical assistance program in the energy sector. Due
to the many agencies involved, it is difficult to obtain an accurate and
complete picture. However, the overview presented in this section of the
report provides some idea of the scope and spread of activities. In some
cases, the duplication of efforts also becomes apparent.

4.2 World Bank. In the petroleum, power and fuelwood subsectors,
substantial progress has been made or is planned with regard to technical
assistance for the preparation of studies recommtnd-d in the Energy
Assessment Report. This was largely duc to the initiatives taken in
collaboration with the Bank i; conjunction with the Petroleum Technical
Assistance Project, Power IV, Highways III, the Second Technical
Assistance Project, and the Forest Sector Review. These initiatives
include the following:

(a) A study, carried out between August, 1983 and January, 1984
under a Project Preparation Facility (PPF) advance from the
Petroleum Technical Assistance Project, has assisted in a
detailed definition of the components of the project. The
objectives of the project are to: (i) provide the Government
with information to decide on issues raised by the discovery of
oil and gas; (ii) strentthen petroleum subsector administra-
tion; and (iii) provide Government with an independent evalu-
ation of prospects to facilitate promotion and negotiate/
monitor concessions in line with a rational exploitation
policy. To achieve these objectives, the project includes
geological and geophysical studies, economic studies on gas and
oil processing and utilization, assistance in negotiations/mon-
itoring, and provision of training, equipment, storage and
other facilities. The oil and gas studies include an optimiza-
tion of the interaction of the two sectors.

(b) Under the same project, a second PPF advance is currently
financing an independent evaluation of the Suakin gas/conden-
sate discovery (based on existing data) and is expected to make
recommendations for further exploration work.

(c) The following technical assistance/studies have been included
in the proposed Power Rehabilitation Project which is due to be
presented to the Bank's Board in Spring, 1985: (i) Long-term
Power Plan; (ii) Manpower Development and Training; (iii)
Feasibility of the Merowe Dam and Hydro Project; and (iv) Load
Management, System Planning and Energy Conservation.
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(d) Bank staff assistance is also being provided to the Ministry of
Finance and Economic Planning in the preparation of a Trans-
portation Cost Review which covers the demand and cost of fuel
used in the transport sector. The draft study is expected to
be forwarded to the Bank shortly.

(e) A study on the utilization of surplus bagasse from sugar
factories for power production was completed earlier this year
and its findings are being discussed between NEA and the Bank.

(f) The Joinc UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance
Program (ESMAP) has financed three technical assistance acti-
vities: (i) A Power System Efficiency Study issued in July,
1984, which identified short-term low-cost measures to reduce
NEC system losses in the Blue Nile Grid. These measures are
being financed by USAID and from a $12 million saving from the
Power III Project. (ii) An evaluation of the institutional
framework and management information needs of the Ministry of
Energy and Mining. A report of this activity was issued in May
1983. (iii) The Energy Assessment Status Mission responsible
for preparing this report.

(g) The Government has requested the World Bank to undertake a
detailed Forest Sector Review which is expected to be initiated
in November, 1984 in collaboration with a number of other aid
agencies.

4.3 UN Agencies

(a) UNDP finances were used for the three ESMAP activities
mentioned above.

(b) UNIDO completed a study in early 1983 on the viability of solar
desalination in Northern Kordofan. The study proposes a pilot
solar desalination project which also includes solar and wind
powered water pumping units.

(c) UNIDO is also examining the viability of gasification of agri-
cultural residues (cotton stalks and bagasse) in Gezira.

(d) Under ILO execution and UNFSTD financing, food preservation by
solar drying is being demonstrated. A proposal for dissemina-
tion in Kassala and Northern Kordolan is being prepared.

(e) In addition, a number of UN agencies are participating in the
execution of energy technical assistance projects which are
mentioned elsewhere in this section of the report.

4.4 Government of Sudan. Technical assistance, studies and pilot
schemes financed by the Sudanese Government and supervised by MEM/NEA,
include the following:
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(a) A family biogas unit with a capacity of 3.1 m3 1day has been
commissioned and is undergoing field trials.

(b) Local consultants have been engaged to investigate the possi'
bility of utilizing idle alcohol plants to produce ethanol for
blending with motor gasoline as a conservation measure. A
feasibility report was due in September, 1984.

(c) Kenana Sugar are re-opening discussions with the Government on
the possibility of utilizing molasses for ethanol production.
As a first step in investigations, all available data/studies
were being collected for presentation to the Board of Directors
in August, 1984.

(d) In an effort to assist Blue and White Nile irrigation schemes,
NEA is planning to support the field testing of a fuelwood
gasifier (fed from a self-sustaining plantation) for supplying
40 kW to an irrigation pump.

(e) Consultants OTP of France have been commissioned by GPC to
investigate the feasibility of a 10,000 bpd topping plant at
Kosti. The final report was due in September, 1984.

(f) As a stockholder in the Port Sudan Refinery, Shell is investi-
gating the extent to which local and imported crude can be
blended and its implications with regard to modiiications to
the refinery. The results were due in September, 1984.

(g) A windmill (for water pumping) is being developed at the
Renewable Energy Research Institute.

4.5 United States. USAID is financing the following major
technical assistance efforts in Sudan's energy sector:

(a) Energy Planning and Management (EPM) Project. Energy
Development International (EDI) consultants have been appointed
for a four-year project starting in March, 1984 to (i) provi-'
specialist assistance to MEM/NEA for institution building,
helping in the preparation of the National Energy Plan,
advising on organization, planning and pricing matters,
developing a management information system and a management
training program for MEM; (ii) assist GPC in petroleum
logistical planning within the framework of the Petroleum
Initiative Commodity Imports Agreement signed between Sudan and
USA in June, 1984. Also under the EPM Project, consultants
Harza have been engaged to assist NEC in (i) strengthening its
planning capability; (ii) advising on financing and accounting
matters; and (iii) carrying out a detailed power tariff study.
An implementation program is currently being prepared for the
work to be undertaken by Harza.
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(b) Sudan Renewable Eneray Project (SEEP). The objective of this
four and a half year project which started in October, 1982, is
to promote energy development and improve energy utilization in
rural areas through the widespread use of inexpensive energy
technologies which are economically, socially and environment-
ally sound. Consultants from the Georgia Institute of
Technology, EDI and Trans Century Corporation are assisting the
Government (mainly through the Energy Research Council,
University of Khartoum and RERI) in developing applied research
and dissemination capability in rural energy technology, with
verification through pilot projncts in rural areas. The
institutional development component of the project is providing
on-the-job-training; identifying ways to overcome manpower
constraints based on a study carried out under SREP in August,
1983; and implementing an M.Sc. program in renewable
technologies for 16 students, in collaboration with the
Universities of Khartoum and New Mexico. Technology
Developmex.. includes rural energy studies and field testing.
Priority has been accorded to fuelwood production, development
of charcoal stoves and improvement of methods for charcoal
production. Other areas include development of improved
woodstoves for industrial and commercial applications and
photovoltaics for pumping, lighting and refrigeration.
Dissemination and Extension activities are being promoted and
channeled through village groups, private organizations and
regional government bodies. A Renewable Energy Information
Center will be established, consisting of a reference library
and data search services.

4.6 Sweden. A study financed by SWECO on the utilization of cotton
stalks as a source of biomass has just been completed. The Government is
now seeking funds for pilot field testing. SWECO has also financed a
mini-hydro survey in Gezira and Jabal Marra in western Sudan. Based on
the results of the survey, the Government has approached Sweden for
financing the design studies for the three top-ranked schemes. Also
under Swedish technical aid, some pre-feasibility work has just been com-
pleted on the Merowe Dam and Hydro-power Scheme and additional Swedish
financing is being considered for further pre-feasibility work.

4.7 Germany. GTZ is examining the possibility of financing an
energy audit in the textile industry. GTZ and KFW are financing a four-
year rural energy project which includes pilot schemes for gasification
of cotton stalks and solar water heating in hospitals; a mini-hydro com-
ponent; photovoltaic applications; a rural energy training center and a
new building for the Renewable Energy Research Institute. The State of
Lower Saxonia intends to fund an energy audit in the cement industry.

4.8 Switzerland. The Government has commissioned the consultants
Electrowatt to assess the potential of wind and solar energy utilization
in Sudan.
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4.9 Denmark. Under a project executed by UNSO, DANIDA has financed
a study on utilization of biomass energy from groundnut shells. The
final report has just been submitted to the Government. The next stage
involves a pilot project for the testing of two groundnut shell briquet-
ting machines.

4.10 Finland. One component of an ongoing afforestation project
consists of 500 feddans of pilot eucalyptus plantations for fuelwood and
poles. Based on results, larger fuelwood plantations will be planned
later this year.

4.11 Canada. A forest resources inventory financed by CIDA in three
provinces has been completed recently and a draft report was due to be
submitted to the Central Forest Administration in September, 1984.

4.12 Netherlands. Under Dutch Financing, FAO is executing a four-
year fuelwood plantation project "Fuelwood Development for Energy in
Sudan", which includes technical assistance for forest plantation manage-
ment, training and extension services and the development and dissemina-
tion of improved woodstoves, charcoal stoves and charcoal kilns. The
Dutch Government is also financing a pilot project for a solar driven
cold storage system for agricultural products. The design has been
prepared, solar collectors have been field tested and the field trials of
the complete system are due to begin shortly.

4.13 Romania. A study of strategic petroleum storage facilities at
Port Sudan and Haiya is included in a protocol agreement.
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V. PRIORITIES FOt FURTHER TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

5.1 Although there is a remarkably large volume of ongoing and
planned technical assistance in Sudan's energy sector, there remains a
need for further activities to assist Sudan in planning and implementing
appropriate measures for developing energy supply and managing demand to
reduce and overcome its energy constraints. Apart from the ongoing and
planned technical assistance efforts, the following aspects have been
considered in determining future technical assistance prorities in the
energy sector: (a) the Government's strategy for national economic
recovery; (b) recommendations of the Energy Assessment Report; and (c)
emphasis on activities which lead to comparatively low-cost projects with
quick returns and which develop managerial and technical capabilities.
The last aspect is important in view of Sudan's financial and
technical/managerial manpower constraints.

5.2 In line with these criteria, priority is accorded to energy
conservation. In particular, the recommended projects are: (a) an Energy
Conservation Public Awareness Campaign; (b) Strengthening of NEC's System
Planning Capability for its distribution network, in which a large pro-
portion of system losses occur; (c) an Energy Conservation Audit in pub-
lic buildings; (d) a Preliminary Industrial Energy Audit; and (e) a study
on Energy Efficiency Improvement in the Transport Sector. In the devel-
opment of new and renewable energy resources, technical assistance is
recommended to promote solar water heating for commercial and industrial
applications not covered under ongoing projects. Finally, there is ~an
urgent need for technical assistance projects that focus on development
of fuelwood production and management. In this context, the recommended
projects relate to: (a) Peri-urban Fuelwood Plantations; (b) Upgrading
Fuelwood Production on Arid and Semi-arid Land; and (c) Institutional
Review of the Forest Administration aimed at strengthening forest sector
management. These activities are discussed below in more detail.

Energy Efficiency

Energy Conservation Public Awareness Campaign

5.3 The National Energy Administration is keen to launch a program
for promoting public awareness of energy conservation. For this purpose,
NEA requires technical assistance for designing a campaign for projection
through existing information media and the education system in Sudan.
NEA has already approached the Ministry of Education to introduce basic
energy conservation awareness in the curricula of educational institu-
tions. It is suggested that, to begin with, the awareness programs be
directed towards the road transport and farm mechanization sectors.
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Strengthening NEC's System Planning Capability

5.4 Improvement in the efficiency of existing power systems can be
brought about by the implementation of a rehabilitation program. Also, a
greater degree of efficiency and reliability can be built into the system
through the application of appropriate system planning measures. The
former aspect was addressed under ESMAP's Power System Efficiency
Study. However, NEC has also requested Bank technical assistance to
improve its system planning capability for its distribution network in
which a large proportion of its total system losses occur. The activity
would include identification of system planning measures (including
appropriate analytical aids and systems), and recommendations for
institutional reorganization, additional manpower, training and further
technical assistance. Clearly, there is a need to coordinate this
activity with the Bank's proposed Power Rehabilitation Project and the
USAID-financed technical assistance to NEC which includes a component for
strengthening the planning capability of NEC. It is recommended that the
activity be financed under the 'study' component of the proposed Power
Rehabilitation Project.

Energy Conservation in Public Buildings

5.5 This proposed technical assistance activity would include the
following components: (a) establishing the tentative scope for energy
savings in the public sector; (b) determining in detail the scope for
energy savings in a sample of about 12 large buildings; (c) preparing a
comprehensive inventory of technical packages and managerial measures
which could be implemented for conserving energy in these buildings; (d)
carrying out the financial and economic evaluation of the measures
proposed; such measures would involve improvements to heating, ventila-
tion and air-conditioning systems and prevention of energy loss through
building envelopes; (e) designing a costed and scheduled program of
action for implementing the recommended measures in pilot demonstration
projects identified; this should include the pre-investment and
investment work required to achieve the improvements; and (f) recom-
mending a program required to ensure successful implementation of energy
conservation measures on a broad basis in the public sector.

Preliminary Energy Audit in Industry

5.6 An improvement in the efficiency of energy use in Sudan's
industry can be achieved by implementing relatively simple and
inexpensive conservation measures. These measures would have a
significant impact on the -energy situation by constraining the growth of
petroleum import requirements and the demand on power generation
capacity.

5.7 The activity proposed involves a two-day tour of each of 12-15
selected industrial plants to identify 'no-cost' or low-cost opportu-
nities for energy savings and, where possible, measures requiring larger
investments (e.g. equipment upgrading and retrofitting), usually with
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longer payback periods. In the context of Sudan, it would be realistic
to assume that the present situation of frequent supply interruptions is
likely to continue for some time, till power system reliability is
improved and petroleum product supply arrangements are streamlined. It
is therefore suggested that the Industrial Energy Audit also includes
recommendations to help individual industries to best cope with energy
supply interruptions.

5.8 The industries to be included in the Audit would need to be
carefully selected. The following main criteria are suggested: (a) the
plants should represent a cross section of energy intensive industries;
(b) there should be scope for significant improvement in energy effi-
ciency; (c) the plants must be operating to enable the recording of
measurements and operational data; (d) as far as possible, different
industrial sectors should be represented; and (e) the plants should be
chosen so as to minimize non-productive travelling time. Prior to
initiating the Audit, it is suggested that basic operational data on the
selected plants be collected through a questionnaire. If necessary, a
reconnaissance mission should be fielded to identify appropriate indus-
tries in consultation with the Government.

5.9 The output of the activity would be a set of recommendations
for short-term measures with quick returns and the preliminary identi-
fication of detailed feasibility study possibilities for long-term energy
saving measures.

Efficiency Improvements in the Transport Sector

5.10 In the transport sector, energy efficiency remains a major
cause of concern. To come up with a consolidated and integrated program
for energy efficiency improvement in the transport sector, a study is
recommended to (a) identify areas of inefficient energy use and factors
causing inefficiency; (b) determine the scope for energy efficiency
improvement; and (c) identify available options for improving efficiency
as well as opportunities for their implementation. The study should
cover regulatory, import and taxation policy and arrangements, pricing
policy, allocation/distribution procedures, urban traffic management,
interfuel substitution as well as investment policy and organizational
issues in selected transport subsectors. Since NEA, assisted by
EDI/USAID, is addressing a number of these issues in connection with the
establishment of the National Energy Plan, it is recommended that these
efforts be encouraged to establish a consolidated and integrated program
of action for managing demand in the transport sector.

Solar Water Heating

5.11 Solar water heating using flat plate collectors and a thermo-
siphon mode of water circulation is a proven, reliable method of using a
renewable energy source. Especially for low-temperature commercial,
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industrial and medical applications, this technique appears to be
economically competitive with other ways of water heating. At the
margin, the benefits include displacement of expensive thermal power
generated energy, such as diesel and fuel oil. To the extent that the
demand for electric water heating is coincident with the peak demand on
the associated power system, benefits include the reduction of required
thermal generating capacity. Since, in addition, flat plate solar
collectors can be readily produced without highly sophisticated
manufacturing facilities, solar water heating seems to be a relatively
promising option for many countries.

5.12 Sudan has been maintaining records of solar radiation since
1957 and this data base is extensive. Solar radiation, measured horizon-
tally, is equivalent to a sizeable 436-639 W/m . There seems to be a
substantial market potential in the country for solar water heating for
low temperature commercial and industrial applications. The proposed
technical assistance project would be split into two parts.

5.13 Part I of the project would (a) establish the market potential
for low-temperature solar water heating; (b) determine the prerequisites
for penetrating/developing the' potential market ident.fied; (c) assess
the opportunities for manufacturing, installing and maintaining solar
water heaters using the local industry (d) assess the likely economic
costs and benefits of using solar water heaters in the market segments
identified; (e) recommend a scheduled program of action to initiate and
maIntain production and marketing of solar water heaters; (f) design
appropriate incentive systems to push the marketing efforts; and (g) de-
fine the most appropriate role of the Government during the market
penetration phase.

5.14 Part II of the project would focus on (a) the identification of
about five commercial/industrial establishments for pilot and demonstra-
tion projects, where the application of low-temperature solar water heat-
ing would provide significant energy savings compared with existing
means; (b) working out equipment and investment requirements for convert-
ing these establishments to solar water heating; (c) carrying out finan-
cial and economic analyses of the conversion; and (d) preparing detailed
equipment specifications and bid documents to enable future procurement
and installation of appropriate equipment.

Fuelwood Production and Management

5.15 In response to an invitation by the Government, the World Bank
together with a number of other donor agencies (including possibly USAID,
CIDA and ODA), is planning to initiate a detailed Forest Sector Review
for which a joint mission is expected to visit Sudan in November/
December, 1984. This Review would be wide-ranging and would incLude
supply and consumption patterns, development and investment programs,
institueional framework and legal and policy issues. It would also
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assist in defining priorities for technical assistance in various aspects
of forestry including energy plantations. Meanwhile, there are a number
of technical assistance activities which can be tentatively identified at
this stage. These activities (paras. 5.16-5.22) address some of the more
pressing issues related in particular to energy plantation development
and institutional strengthening. However, it is recommended that the
implementation of these activities be deferred till after the Forest Sec-
tor Review, when there is a clearer perception of the issues involved.
Based on the findings of the Review, it may be necessary not only to
modify the individual components of the technical assistance activities
proposed, but also to reassess priorities.

Peri-urban Fuelwood Plantations

5.16 The Energy Assessment Report emphasized the seriousness of the
depletion of Sudan's forest resources under the present regimes of supply
and consumption. The report further stressed the need to reserve areas
in the vicinity of townships and recommended studies to establish the
economic viability of energy plantations around urban areas, particularly
Khartoum.

5.17 The primary purpose of the proposed project would be to under-
take the design and pre-investment analysis for a pilot 5,000 to 10,000
ha peri-urban plantation near Khartoum to be established by i990, and to
identify the key policies and incentives required to facilitate timely
implementation. So far, the emphasis has been on mono-culture planta-
tions with a range of treatment possibilities. What is recommended now
is to initiate efforts to establish a plantation with a diversity of
species, each with a range of treatment options. This would essentially
be a more complex and costly exercise, but with greater chances of deter-
mining a species/treatment combination which would result in higher
yields. However, prior to establishing the plantation, research and
experimental work done in this field should be taken into account. Due
to the complexity of the project, the pre-investment analysis tust place
heavy emphasis on appropriate management information system, manpower
training and extension programs. A careful, systematic evaluation of
land tenure, land procurement issues and the economic value of land would
also be necessary since much of the Land near Khartoum would be prime
agricultural land in the proximity of the Nile. The project would also
place emphasis on private sector participation at all levels down to
small land owners by encouraging people to establish their own fuelwood
resources and to protect their own environment. Apart from defining the
initial investment package, the project wouLd also identify a broad plan
of action, specifying requirements for studies, technical assistance and
overall investment for a program of peri-urban fuelwood plantation
development to meet the needs of Khartoum through the year 2000.
Finally, the project would identify the most appropriate role of the
Government in the program of investment and planning and specify
institutional strengthening and manpower training.
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5.18 The project would take approximately six months to complete
after selection of consultants and would require input from at least six
specialists for varying periods. The total project cost would be about
US$250,000-300,000. Follow-up work to this project would include the
establishment of the pilot plantation on the lines recommended by the
pre-investment study and subsequently, the launching of larger commercial
plantations based on the most favorable species/culture combination.

Upgrading Puelwood Production on Arid and Semi-arid Land

5.19 The productivity of commercial fuelwood plantations on arid and
semi-arid land (600-900mm rainfall) is usually very low (less than three
tons per ha per year) rendering the economies of such projects marginal
or negative. However, recent work in the South Texas arid-lands have
confirmed significant genetic potential for increasing yields without
irrigation or other large-scale manipulation of the environment. The
objectives of the proposed project are: (a) to improve yields of natural
bush through protection, enrichment, etc.; (b) to initiate screening of
local species of high potential for further breeding and evaluation; (c)
to transfer the best seed accessions of Prosopis and Leucena, and the
superior colonal propagules of Prosopis selected by the Casear Kleberg
Institute of Kingsville, Texas (Faculty of Agriculture, Texas A & M
University) to Sudan to establish plots for yield trials, and for
determination of the least-cost approach to major plantation development;
and (d) to train local scientists in selection, trial and propagation
procedures.

5.20 The activity would help define much larger programs of tech-
nical assistance and investment in arid-land energy and agroforestry in
Sudan. The total project cost would be about US$150,000 and the estab-
lishment phase, involving the bulk of the expenditures, would take 18
months. Ongoing monitoring and preliminary cost analysis would proceed
over the following two years.

Institutional Review of Forest Administration

5.21 To facilitate the development of forestry resources, the Sudan
Government has increasingly decentralized administrative control which
has resulted in the weakening of the Central Forest Administration (CFA)
while the regional authorities have assumed greater responsibility and
autonomy. It is now necessary to precisely define the respective roles
and relationships of the CFA and the regional authorities. Clearly, a
mechanism for the central national coordination of forestry management
and development is required for which it may be necessary to strengthen
CFA. The Energy Assessment Report recommended the creation of a body
within CFA to plan, review and monitor projects, particularly those
involving energy plantations. Again, at the decentralized level, the
regional authorities require strengthening to cope with issues pertaining
to their specific areas.
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5.22 Technical assistance is recommended for an institutional review
of Sudan's forest administration, which would take into account the
Governments current decentralization policies, the deficit in energy
production and the depletion of forest resources. The review would
recommend orga,nizational restructuring of CFA and the related regional
agencies, and identify additional manpower needs, training and technical
assistance requirements. It would recommend revisions in forest policy
and legislation for which it would work closely with a similar effort
planned by FAO and devise suitable administrative procedures to
coordinate forest activities with national energy planning and policies.
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83

A. National Accounts
(in 1981/82 prices)

GDP Growth Rates 5.7 -10.5 2.8 4.6 4.6 -2.7

Per Capita GNP (USS) 467.5 378.8 372.1 446.7 404.3 361,6

Gross Domestic Investment

(S of GDP In 80/81 prices) 14,.4 13.3 17.8 16.6 16.0 15.2

Gross Domestic Savings 3.0 4.4 6.6 3.2 -1.0 1.5

(% of GOP in 80/81 prices)

B. Cost of Living i/ 17.9 20.2 33.6 26.3 23.9 26.7

(% change per annum)

C. Trade Volumes

(1 of GOP in constant

80/81 Prices)

Exports 9.3 10.4 11.6 8.1 10.5 11.3

Imports 23.2 18.8 22.9 21.4 25.2 23.2

0. Current Account Deficit

(in millions of USS) 494.0 450.8 614.9 916.5 1,268.5 915.5

E. Debt Service Ratio (S) 14 n.a. n.a. 27 41 41

a/ Rates of inflation for calender years 1977-82; higher salaries index.

Source: World Bank, Sudan: Pricing Policies and Structural Balances, November 1983.



ENERGY BALANCE, FY 83
('000 toe)

Primary Energy Petroleum Products
Hydro- Crude Electri- Gaso- Kero-

Fuelwood Biomass a/ electricity Oil Charcoal city LPG line sene Gasoil Fuel oil Total

Gross Supply
Production 6,880 487 197 7,564
Imports 728 4 110 23 360 1,225
Stock decrease (7) (7)
(increase)

Total available supply 6,880 487 197 721 4 110 23 360 8,782

Conversion
Petroleum refining (685) 4 112 47 242 280 0
Charcoal production bl (1,539) 1,539 0
Electrical generation (197) 287 (47) (43) 0
Conversion losses c/ (2,806) (36) (199) (3,041)
Transm./distribution losses (26) (26) J-

2,535 487 0 0 1,539 62 8 222 70 555 237 5,715
Net Supply Available
Exports (95) (95)
Distributor's stock (1) 7 9 (23) (6) (14)
decrease (increase)

iNet Consumption 2,535 487 1,539 62 7 229 79 532 136 5,606

Consuming Sectors
Agriculture 7 108 38 153
Industry 82 59 24 46 89 300
Transport 225 47 328 9 609
Household 2,371 428 1,446 27 7 22 25 4,326
Public/Other 82 93 4 4 10 25 218

a/ Crop residues, animal waste, veg. oil.
b/ One ton of charcoal requires 6 tons of fuelwoo9.
c/ Fuei consumption and conversion losses in thermal electricity generation are based on actual results.
Source: NEA and Status mission estimates using Bank suggested conversion factors. X



1idAL CONSUMPTION OF PETROLEUN PRODUCTS, 1978-83 a/

(in '000 metric tons)

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Total Consumption 860.7 913.9 965.8 1030.7 1004.9 1014.6

LPG 4.3 3.7 5.0 5.7 5.9 8.4

Casoline/Aviation
Gasoline 163.9 178.4 197.1 217.9 203.5 221.7

Kerosene/Jet Fuel 71.7 64.4 62.2 62.2 50.9 71.0

Gas Oil/Ind. Diesel 472.5 500.2 531.0 558.3 574.1 567.3

Fuel Oil 148.3 167.2 170.5 186.6 170.5 206.2

a/ Not adjusted for stock variations

Source: World Bank, Sudan: Pricing Policy and Structural Changes,

1983. NEA Statistics.

It !



TRADE IN CRUDE PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, 1978-83
(in '000 metric tons)

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Crude Petroleum 1036.8 824.1 964.8 811.9 736.5 716.9

Petroleum Products 180.8 255.6 305.6 459.7 499.8 490.4
Gasoline 2.0 28.2 60.6 74.2 10?.6 111.7
Kerosene/Jet Fuel 19.0 29.3 11.2 12.6 22.4 16.1Aviation Gasoline 6.8 6.9 6.7 - - -
Gas Oil 153.0 191.2 226.7 260.7 371.4 357.9LPG - - 0.4 0.9 3.4 4.7
Fuel Oil - - 111.3 - -

Total Imports 1217.6 1079.7 1270.4 1271.6 1236.3 1207.3

Fuel Oil Re-Export 272.3 207.8 n.a. 198.5 119.3 78.6

Net Imports 945.3 871.9 n.a. 1073.1 1117.0 1128.7

Source: World Bank, Sudan: Pricing Policies and Structural Balances,
November 1983. For 1982 and 1983 figures mission analysis of
data supplied by NEA.



POWER GENERATION OF PUBLIC SYSTEMS, FY78-83
(in CWh)

FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83

Blue Nile Grid 667. 723 822 833 867 932
Hydro 565 622 724 732 741 771
Steam 74 81 87 89 95 73
Diesel 25 16 7 8 23 54
Gas Turbines 4 4 5 5 8 34 1

Eastern Grid and @
Isolated Stations 111 112 113 124 n.a. '22

Total NEC 778 835 935 957 n.a. 1,054

POWER CONSUMPTION, FY 83
(in GWh)

Bulk supply. Other System Losses
Commercial (Industry Irrigation Catego- & unbilled

Residential a/ & High Ind. etc.) b/ Small Pumps ries consumption

324 67 217 27 46 313

a/ Including supply to NEC staff.
bf Including large irrigation pumping loads.

Source: Mission estimates based on data supplied by NEC.
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OFFICIAL PRICES OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, KHARTOUM

Ex - Refinery Ex - Depot Pump
Mid-1983 1984 Change Mid-1983 1984 Change Mid-1983 1984 Change
LS/IG LS/IG g LS/IG LS/IG % LS/IG LS/IG %

Premium Gasoline 3.056 4.300 40 3.485 4.975 43 3.S00 5.000 43
Regular Gasoline 2.556 3.800 48 2.985 4.475 50 3.000 4.500 50
Kerosene 1.430 1,430 0 1.635 1.904 17 1.650 1.930 17
Gasoil 1.506 1.554 3 1.738 2.978 20 1.130 2.100 20
Fuel Oil a/ 95.234 124.580 31 140.000 261.282 73 - - -

a/ per metric ton.

TRANSPORT COMPONENT OF PETROLEUM
PRODUCT PRICES

Mid-1983 1984 1

Super (LS/IG) 0.097 0.345 256%
Regular (LS/IG) 0.097 0.345 256%
Kerosene (LS/IG) 0.109 0.378 247%
Gasoil (LS/IG) 0.086 0.378 340%
Fuel Oil (LS/mt) 29.341 109.282 24S%

Source: NEA.
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POWER TARIFFS a/
tmillims/kWh) b

Old New Percent

Residential

Fixed charge: 1250/mo 2500/mo 100
First 75: 54 100 85
Next 125: 54 120 122
Over 200: 54 145 168

Commercial

Fixed charge: 2450/mo 7500/mo 206
First 250: 65 190 192
Next 250: 56 160 185
Over 500: 50 145 190

Small Farms

Fixed charge: 1350/mo 300/mo 122
First 500: 46 155 237
Next 2500: 35 120 243
Over 3000: 33 110 233

Heavy Industry (over 500 kVA)

Demand Charge: 1500/kVA 4000/kVA 67
Service charge: 500/kVA 1500/kVA 200
First 30,000: 43 140 226
Next 50,000: 38 120 216
Next 50,000: 34 110 224
Over 130,000: 33 105 218

Heavy Industry

Demand charge: 1600 4500 181
Service charge: 500 1500 200
First 30,000: 44 140 218
Next 50,000: 39 125 221
Next 50,000: 35 115 229
Over 130,000: 34 110 224

a/ Current rates are compared with those prevailing in early 1983.
b/ 1,000 millims = 1 LS.

Source: NEA.
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ENEGY SECTOR NUAYP=., ASSISTANCE PROr-AAN

ft The Joint UNDP/World Baiik Energy Sector Management Assistance
Program (ESMAP), started in April 1983, assists countries in implementing
the main investment and policy recommendations of the Energy Sector
Assessment Reports produced under another Joint TNDP/Worid Rank
Programo ESMA1 provides staff and consultant assistance in formulating
and Justifying priority pre-investment and investment projects and in
providing management, institutional and policy support. The reports
produced under this Program provide governments, donors and potential
investors with 'the information needed to speed up project preparation and
implementati4in. ESMAP activities can he classified broadly into three
groups:

- Energy Assessment Status Reports: these evaluate achieve-
ments in the year following issuance of hbe original
assessment report and point out where urgent> action is
still newed;

* - Project Formulation and Justification: work desli,ed to
accelerate the preparation and implementation of investment
projects; and

- InstitutiQpal and Poiicy Support: this work also frequently
leads to the identification of technical assistance
packages.'

The Program aime to supplemeftt, advance and strengthen the
impact of bilateral and multilateral resources already available for
technical assistance in the energy sector.

Funding of the Progrxi

ZThe Program is a major internatfonal effort and, while the cove
finance has been 'provided by the UNDP and the World Bank, important
financial contributions to the Program have also been made by a number of
bilateral agencies. Countries which have now made or pledged initial
contributions t- the programs through the UNDP Energy Account, or througE~
other cost-sharing arrangements with UNDP, are the Netherlands, Sweden,
Australia, Switzerland, Finland, United Kingdom, Denmark, Norway, and New
Zealand.

krther information

For further information on,the Program or to obtain copies of
completed ESMAP reports, which are listed at the end of this dopument, -

please contact:

Division for Global and OR Energy Assessments Division
Interregional Projects Energy Department

United Nations Development? World Bank
Program 1818 H Street, N,W,.

One United,Nations Plaza Washington, D.C. 20433
,New York, N.Y. 10017.
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